
 
 

Experts Using the Schedule 

Find answers & ideas browsing your Shop Management Users Forum from anywhere! 
http://managerforum.net/ 

 
We set up a user profile (User List) called SCHEDULE. In that profile, we show all types of open 
tickets, from estimates to orders. We also set up the Start option (F6) to ESTIMATE, rather than 
Repair Order. Each individual user then sets up their own Display options to NOT show estimates 
in the WIP screen. We never really go to that "Schedule" User. It's simply used as a way to keep 
all the scheduled appointments off the Work In Progress screen.  
 

When a customer calls, we immediately start an Estimate. We'll do a complete write-up for all the 
requested work then add a note about what phone # is best... Doing this, forces us to go to a 
customer's vehicle info to see if there are any outstanding recommendations. If new customer, 
we'll enter basic info about the customer (name, phone, address) plus vehicle make/model/year.  
 

After starting the Estimate, I view the schedule to find a suitable day/time. Then I go to Options 
from the Order screen and select SCHEDULE WORK. If a vehicle is to be left for the day, I put 
the scheduled and promised times to 5:00 PM. I'll pick the "biggest" thing on the work order to  
enter for the category (like Drivability, or State Inspection). In the Notes field, I enter the drop 
off/wait with/promised times, followed by the vehicle year and model, followed by a brief 
description of the work to be performed.  
 

In the Status field, we have a canned status ‘APPOINTMENT’. I select that then add the date at 
the end so that it reads, "APPOINTMENT 3/26" or whatever the date is. The reason we do this is 
because we sort our WIP screen by status. By having the date entered, all the appointments  
are sorted by the day they are scheduled for. Once that's all in, Schedule will sort out the 
scheduled vehicles, bringing the ‘WAIT WITH's’ to the top, sorting the rest by promised time. 
Makes it very easy to see at a glance what is in the day.  
 

We also put "personal" employee info in the schedule. I'll put the scheduled time as 1:00 AM so 
they appear at the top of a day. Then I'll put the employee name and put what's going on in notes. 
For example, if Fred has day off, I put his name with "VACATION" in the Notes section, and enter  
scheduled time of 8 hours. This adds the hours to total scheduled hrs line, so I don't over-book. 
We also put notes for doctor's appointments, training classes, or anything else that comes up.  
 

NOW, when a customer arrives for check in, I bring the Schedule up, double-click the customer's 
name, and I'm in the estimate. I convert it to an ORDER, review the work to be performed, and 
print it. Check-in can be lightning fast.  
 

What's also great is when someone needs to reschedule. Simply go to the schedule and change 
the date. It's that simple. NO MORE WHITE OUT OR ERASERS!!!!! Another great thing; you can 
schedule an appointment from any workstation, as long as there is a phone nearby. No more 
having to get back to the office to find the paper schedule.  
 

========================================================================= 
 

We use the scheduler in a similar way with one twist. We schedule a "fake" customer with an 
asterisk for a name as a time place holder. For that customer we schedule 5.5 hours for each 
tech, i.e. 3 techs -16.5 hours and enter as a negative number. Note the negative number; that 
represents the number of hours we want to pre-sell. This number is adjusted daily depending 
upon tech availability. For each tech this leaves 2.5 hours for upsell or walk-ins.  
 
When scheduling ahead, we sell and schedule down to zero hours. On the actual day, sell the 
rest of the day. For the "*" customer we insert notes for tech time off, doctor appointments, etc. A 
job can be written up at phone/computer terminal. Tech availability information can be seen at 
any terminal. We are paperless for scheduling and see 650-700 jobs per month. 


